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Abstract—We propose graph representations for reconfigurable photonic mesh circuits. Waveguide mesh circuits are abstracted into a graph to highlight the connectivity and topology. We model the optical ports as graph nodes. Performance metrics for each connection are incorporated into the edge attributes in categories such as propagation loss, crosstalk penalty, power consumption, phase accumulation, and so on. We use three types of graph representations for tunable couplers to model the flow of light and create a circuit graph representation to an example hexagonal mesh. The representation should respect the physics of waveguide circuits (e.g., directional flow of light). Of the three types, the directed graph with eight artificial nodes performs best for solving light distributions with feedback paths. This graph representation is demonstrated in four distribution cases: a single pair input-output, multi-pair inputs and outputs without collisions, a single input to multiple outputs (distribution), and multiple distributions without collisions. The programming tolerance against malfunctioning tunable elements is also demonstrated. With this circuit representation, we can reduce all these distribution cases to different graph problems and leverage a wealth of existing algorithms developed in graph theory to program the photonic mesh. Thus we provide a systematic strategy to design and program complex reconfigurable photonic circuits, especially in photonic meshes with feedback paths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the field of programmable photonics has gained a lot of momentum, evolving from a blueprint to a realistic platform for new research and applications, especially in the domains of quantum optics and neuromorphic computing [1], [2]. Similar to an electronic integrated circuit, a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) integrates many optical components on a single chip. It is especially the silicon photonics technology platform that is enabling the rapid scaling of PICs, allowing the placement of hundreds or thousands of functional elements on a single chip [3]. Today, most PICs are application-specific PICs (ASPIc), and the light paths are mostly fixed during chip design. Programmable photonic circuits is introducing a change here: with reconfigurable optical pathways, a programmable PIC can in principle realize the same functions as a large variety of ASPICs. Programmable PICs consist of a mesh of electrically tunable optical couplers where the coupling ratio can be programmed at the time of operation [4]–[6]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b): a tunable coupler can be in bar state (no coupling), cross state (full coupling), or in a fractional coupling state. The maturing PIC technology makes it possible to integrate many such couplers in a large-scale connected mesh of waveguides and thus distribute light through a multitude of paths which are reconfigurable. We can generally identify two large classes of such programmable PICs: Forward-only meshes and meshes with optical feedback (recirculating loops). Forward-only meshes, in which light flows in one direction, are today the most commonly used [1], [5], [7]. They can implement any transfer matrix between a set of input waveguides and a set of output waveguides. While they are fairly easy to configure, they are limited in functionality: optical path length differences

Fig. 1. Programmable photonic circuits: (a) the circuit connects inputs, outputs and functional blocks (modulators, detectors), (b) internally it has couplers that can be put in different states. The topology can be forward-only (c) [12] or use feedback rings such a square [9], (d) triangular [8] or (e) hexagonal ring meshes [10], [11].
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In the past few years, the field of programmable photonics has gained a lot of momentum, evolving from a blueprint to a realistic platform for new research and applications, especially in the domains of quantum optics and neuromorphic computing [1], [2]. Similar to an electronic integrated circuit, a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) integrates many optical components on a single chip. It is especially the silicon photonics technology platform that is enabling the rapid scaling of PICs, allowing the placement of hundreds or thousands of functional elements on a single chip [3]. Today, most PICs are application-specific PICs (ASPIc), and the light paths are mostly fixed during chip design. Programmable photonic circuits is introducing a change here: with reconfigurable optical pathways, a programmable PIC can in principle realize the same functions as a large variety of ASPICs. Programmable PICs consist of a mesh of electrically tunable optical couplers where the coupling ratio can be programmed at the time of operation [4]–[6]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b): a tunable coupler can be in bar state (no coupling), cross state (full coupling), or in a fractional coupling state. The maturing PIC technology makes it possible to integrate many such couplers in a large-scale connected mesh of waveguides and thus distribute light through a multitude of paths which are reconfigurable. We can generally identify two large classes of such programmable PICs: Forward-only meshes and meshes with optical feedback (recirculating loops). Forward-only meshes, in which light flows in one direction, are today the most commonly used [1], [5], [7]. They can implement any transfer matrix between a set of input waveguides and a set of output waveguides. While they are fairly easy to configure, they are limited in functionality: optical path length differences
are usually limited to a $0 - 2\pi$ phase shift, and therefore it is not straightforward to implement wavelength filtering functions.

An alternative architecture uses tunable directional coupler organized in loops of triangles [8], squares [9] or hexagons [10], [11]. In such recirculating architectures, light thus folds onto itself, creating optical resonances. In this scheme all the ports are equivalent, and can serve as either input or output, and the mesh makes it easy to define discrete delay lines, enabling the implementation of wavelength filters. Inside this feedback mesh, the transport and distribution of light is governed entirely by the connectivity of the waveguides and the states of the tunable couplers. The phase relations are governed by integrated phase shifters. Fig. 1(a) shows a generic programmable PIC which contains a core waveguide mesh, connecting together optical inputs/outputs, as well as high-speed radio-frequency inputs and outputs enabled by high-speed electro-optic modulators and balanced photodetectors, respectively.

Programmable meshes are proving very useful in many domains such as artificial intelligence [1], quantum optics [13] and microwave photonics [14]. Rapid progress in driving electronics and packaging technologies makes it possible to build programmable PICs of increasing sizes. However, as meshes scale up, the degrees of freedom become overwhelmingly large. Configuration algorithms have been proposed to define certain functions in forward-only meshes with several complex demonstrations of linear operations [1], [13], [15]–[17]. Whereas for meshes with feedback loops, demonstrations have been mostly limited to reconfigurable wavelength filters [2] and time delay lines [4], which are manually programmed. This is neither sustainable nor practical when the complexity of the meshes scales up and multiple functions need to be defined. Recently, automated control algorithms have been proposed for beam-forming application [18]. However, for each reconfigurable function, the chip needs to be trained by these control algorithms. Also, graph-based algorithms are reported for auto-routing. [19] The systematical strategy is still lacking to address placement and routing of different filters [11] simultaneously in the circuit, especially when one wants eliminating using components to use the full capacity of the mesh and to trade off among circuit performance metrics that an S-matrix [20] can not model (e.g. power consumption). Thus todays programmable PICs are mostly forward-only circuits [1], [5], [7], [13], [21], [22], with demonstrations of recirculating meshes limited to a 7-cell hexagonal mesh [2], [14].

We can separate mesh programming problems into two classes: the distribution of light in the mesh (routing and distribution) and the definition of interferometric functions such as wavelength filters, which are phase sensitive. We introduced the basic idea to use graph representations for such large programmable circuits. [23] In this paper, we describe in more detail several approaches for graph-based design and programming of PIC meshes, and validate that the graph representation is capable of solving light distribution problems in programmable meshes with feedback loops. Thus we highlight the connections and topology and translate the feedback-mesh into a graph. This way, we make programming and design of the large-scale photonic mesh agnostic of the technology platform of the chip. For example, a tunable coupler can be based on the thermo-optic effect or microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology. The abstracted connectivity has intrinsic flexibility for circuit malfunctions. It is reasonable to assume that a portion of optical elements can be malfunctioning in large photonic circuits due to various reasons such as fabrication defects or fatigue which causes broken paths or even couplers stuck in a cross or bar state (e.g. in MEMS devices). The connections are then updated in our graph by removing nodes and edges blocked by malfunctions after the hardware calibration. The routing and distribution is similar to programming strategies for field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) in electronics [24], [25], but with very different constraints, mainly due to the reciprocal nature of light propagation. The objectives also differ, ranging from optimizing the circuit performance to fabrication tolerance, flexibility given certain malfunctions and to robustness against parasitic interferences. The performance of the overall function is a trade-off of metrics such as propagation losses, crosstalk, and power consumption. We will demonstrate that many functions in programmable photonic circuits can be related to a corresponding routing or flow problem and we can leverage existing powerful graph tools to solve it. We deliberately separate the graph layer from the hardware layer. The solution from the graph layer dictates which couplers and with what state to employ for such a distribution problem. By mapping the identity (e.g. unique name string) of each connection in this solution to the individual components in the circuit, we can then assign the actual coupling values of tunable $2 \times 2$ couplers to the hardware layer. For this, tunable elements on the chip need to be pre-calibrated one time on the hardware level and then leave the programming tasks to the graph layer. The application of graph theory to this new field will help us create programming paradigms for systematically controlled programmable meshes.

II. Graph Representation

For the discussion in this paper, we will use a hexagonal mesh for our graph abstraction, as shown in the schematic drawing in Fig. 1(e). The presented technique however is applicable to all types of meshes of waveguides and tunable couplers, including the forward-only meshes. The mapping onto a graph is guided by preserving the connectivity and performance properties of the photonic building blocks. There can be a wide variety of building blocks in a photonic circuits, including phase shifters (PSs), modulators, semiconductor optical amplifiers, photodetectors, and waveguides (WGs), but from the point of view of a graph these are similar, in the sense that they have only two optical ports. Other components, such as the tunable couplers (CPs), have four ports. For instance, a tunable coupler based on the thermo-optic effect consists of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a thermo-optic phase shifter in one or both arms. The tunable coupler is capable of distributing light by electrically tuning the phase shifter(s). In a programmable mesh circuit, the tunable couplers are the elements that define the connectivity, so their correct graph representation is crucial to the definition of a full graph of the programmable circuit.
A graph consists of nodes, and edges which connect the nodes. Light flows along the edges, following a path through the graph. Since we are not just interested in which coupler to address but also in its state (cross, bar, partial coupling), a logical choice is to represent the optical ports of the building blocks as nodes. Light flow is then physically represented from port to port. For the two-ports building blocks, the graph connections are straightforward: the component is represented as two nodes which are internally connected. And each node can then be externally connected to exactly one node of an adjacent circuit block. For the four-port $2 \times 2$ couplers, things become more complicated, as the coupler can be configured to couple the ports on one side ($a, c$) to different ports on the other side ($b, d$). Internally, there can be more than one connection for each port. More precisely, the coupler can be in ‘bar’ state, ‘cross’ state, or in a ‘fractional coupling’ state as shown in Fig. 1(b). A simple graph representation which captures this connectivity is shown in Fig. 2(e), where the coupler consists of 4 nodes $a, b, c, d$ connected in a cross/bar configuration. When the coupler is in ‘bar’ state, light may travel from $a$ to $b$ or $b$ to $a$ with weight $W_{ab}$ and from $c$ to $d$ or from $d$ to $c$ with weight $W_{cd}$. When the coupler is in ‘cross’ state, light may travel from $a$ to $d$ or from $d$ to $a$ with weight $W_{ad}$ and the other signal traverses from $b$ to $c$ or from $c$ to $b$ with weight $W_{bc}$. When the coupler is in a ‘fractional coupling’ state, any port can distribute light forward to the two opposing ports by a programmable ratio like from $a$ to both $b$ and $d$ or both from $b$ and $d$ to $a$.

For the connections between building blocks, light can traverse from or to a port of a building block, so we represent these two light flows in the graph. For example, in Fig. 2(e), arrow $a1$ stands for light travelling towards to port $a$ while arrow $a2$ stands for the direction away from the port $a$. Analogous definitions apply to port $b, c,$ and $d$. As the edges between nodes represent connections, either between building blocks, or a port-to-port coupling within a building block, each connection can have a different influence on the circuit performance. Measurements or simulated component performance metrics can be incorporated into the graph by assigning specific attributes to the edges, such as insertion loss ($I_l$), power consumption ($P_c$), crosstalk and phase accumulation which can be represented by optical path length ($L_o$). The desired circuit performance metrics is expressed in edge weights for graph tool to optimize. One possible weight assignment to the edges ($W_e$) is linear weighted ($w$) contribution from these attributes:

$$W_e = w_1 \cdot I_l + w_2 \cdot P_c + w_3 \cdot L_o + \cdots \quad (1)$$

This edge weight is used as a cost in the algorithms for routing and flow problems. The result of those algorithms will then be a feasible solution which minimizes the total cost. From such distribution solution, we can recalculate the impact on circuit performance for each category of these attributes. For demonstration purposes, in our mapping, we choose $w_1$ as 100% and all other $w$ are 0%, and assign different propagation loss weights to different connections (e.g. 10 for all coupler ‘cross’ connections, 5 for all coupler ‘bar’ connections, 4 for all phase shifters and 1 for all waveguide connections). For phase sensitive programming such as path-balancing distributions and optical filter synthesis, the optical path length is a key attribute. However, in the scope of this work we mainly focus on graph representations and the verification of phase-independent problems (routing and distribution), so we do not take $L_o$ into account ($w_3 = 0\%$) in our demonstration. Nonlinear weight assignment is also possible. For example, addressing crosstalk or signal congestion problems requires the consideration of edge interactions. This can be realized through weight updating which we will discuss in Section III-B for multi pair signals routing.

While a graph can be multi-dimensional, for visualization purposes we project our photonic graph network on a plane and...
assign coordinates to each node which correspond to the real hexagonal mesh. We used the python package NetworkX for graph visualization and algorithm customization [26].

Graphs can be characterized as either undirected graphs or directed graphs. Due to the reciprocal nature of waveguides, we originally chose an undirected graph as presented in Fig. 2(e), where light can flow through the edges in both directions. However, this choice allows unphysical paths inside the tunable coupler. For instance, in an undirected graph, light is allowed to travel from $a$ to $c$ by means of node $b$ and/or $d$, with a weight of $W_{ab} + W_{bc}$ or $W_{ad} + W_{dc}$. In a real tunable coupler, this path is not allowed: it would require that the light abruptly reverses direction in a nonreciprocal way, and it would use a ‘bar’ and ‘cross’ connection at the same time, which is not possible. We will explain this in details in Section III-A and in Fig. 4.

One way to address this problem is to use weights to make unphysical paths prohibitively expensive. Scheme (f) in Fig. 2 illustrates an approach which applies arbitrary weights to favor certain possible connections. Four more auxiliary nodes ($a'$, $b'$, $c'$ and $d'$) are added next to the original port nodes. All possible coupling connections used to connect to original nodes ($a$, $b$, $c$, and $d$) are connected to these auxiliary nodes instead. The weight between the port nodes and auxiliary internal nodes has a negative value of $-M$, where $M \in \mathbb{R}^+$ is an arbitrary number chosen to be larger than the sum of all weights in the original graph representation. The weights of the edges between the four auxiliary internal nodes are changed to the original weights of the port-to-port connections with addition of $2 \times M$. The introduction of the negative weights now favors the connections that do not mix the two coupling states in one coupler. For example, the nonphysical path from $a'$ to $c'$ taking edges $a'b'$ and $b'c'$ becomes prohibitively expensive because of the high additional costs $2M$. In the section below, we will explain in detail how the arbitrary weights together with a minimum weight path algorithm achieves selectivity of nonphysical paths. Also, we will discuss further in the next section that undirected graphs generate problems, especially for meshes with feedback loops.

Because of these issues, the scheme in Fig. 2(g) is proposed to fully represent the possible light traversal directions between the four ports of a coupler. Instead of four nodes, eight nodes are utilized in this coupler representation, two for each port representing the inbound and outbound light. The arrows representing incoming or outgoing light in the original scheme are replaced by eight corresponding nodes which represent the direction of light towards or away from the port of the coupler respectively. For instance, the arrow $a1$ is replaced by node $a1$ for external connections. Node $a1$ only has directional edges pointing towards node $b2$ and node $d2$ for connections within the coupler, and likewise, node $a2$ only receives connections from nodes $b1$ and $d1$. Note that this last graph representation also requires that we change the representation of two-port devices such as waveguides and phase shifters. These two-port devices need to be represented by 4 graph nodes, two for each propagation direction.

To assess the effectiveness of these graph implementations in real circuit problems, we performed several tests on a hexagonal programmable circuit with feedback loops. A possible implementation of the hexagonal mesh consists of repeatable unit cells which have 3 programmable $2 \times 2$ couplers with 3 phase shifters to interconnect them. [4] This repeatable unit cell is highlighted in gray in the mesh in Fig. 2(a). For this unit cell, we apply the different graph implementations of the tunable coupler. Fig. 2(b) uses the coupler representation in Fig. 2(e); Fig. 2(c) is abstracted using the scheme in Fig. 2(f); and Fig. 2(d) uses the representation in Fig. 2(g). Thus, the three couplers in dotted rectangles in Fig. 2(e–g) are interconnected with phase-shifters, forming an unit cell as in Fig. 2(b–d), respectively. The interconnect components are two-port components such as phase shifters and waveguides. In our case, phaseshifter connections are chosen and marked in green. With repeatable unit cells, we construct three graph networks based on these coupler implementations. The mapping of the unit cells in Fig. 2(b–d) to the graph representations in Fig. 3(a–c) is visualised by applying the same color to the unit cell. Fig. 3(d) is the same graph as (c) except it projects nodes that represent the incoming and outgoing direction of the same port to the same location, which simplifies the visualization but hides some of the complexity.

### III. LIGHT DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS

A key function of programmable photonic circuits is light distribution, i.e. guiding light from one port to another, or route
it between functional blocks within the mesh. Being able to solve a variety of light distribution cases using graph algorithms demonstrates the usefulness of graph-based strategies for programmable photonic meshes. Four elementary cases are investigated in the subsections below.

### A. Single Input-Output Pair

This problem relates to the single pair source-target shortest path problem, for which many well-established pathfinding algorithms exist, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm [28]. This algorithm is able to find a shortest distance path (if such a path exists) for a given single source-target pair. Here, ‘shortest distance’ indicates that the sum of the weights of all edges in the path is minimal among all possible paths between the specified source-destination pair. Edge weights are linear user defined costs which may be chosen to represent trade-offs among various parameters of circuit performance. For instance, if we choose propagation loss as the edge weight, the solution of this algorithm will provide us a path with minimal total propagation loss.

There is a complication, however: in the context of single input-output problems, the $2 \times 2$ coupler can only be programmed in either ‘cross’ state or ‘bar’ state at any given time. Therefore, we will need to eliminate (during the execution of the algorithm) the edges of the states that are no longer possible. Once a ‘cross’ edge of a coupler is used, the only other available edge remaining is the other ‘cross’ edge, and the ‘bar’ edges are no longer accessible. Without this condition, the standard Dijkstra routing algorithms may yield nonphysical paths as highlighted in red in Fig. 4(b) and (c). The same undirected graph representation is used as in Fig. 3(a) but 12 couplers at the outside of the mesh were removed: In the resulting mesh configuration unphysical routing cases appear more frequently. With this in mind, one solution is to customize the Dijkstra algorithm while still using the original graph representation. This can be achieved by eliminating cases where three sequential nodes from one coupler are put into the priority queue of the algorithm. Note that it is impossible for a shortest path to pass through a certain coupler, subsequently pass by some other edges, and then pass through the same coupler again but in incompatible state, due to the fact that such a path would need to visit the same node twice (meaning that it cannot be a shortest path). Thus, our customized Dijkstra-based heuristic guarantees valid physical paths and coupler states, as highlighted in green in Fig. 4 (d) and (e). The ability to find optimal solutions in the presence of broken couplers is also illustrated in Fig. 4 and demonstrates the intrinsic flexibility of the graph-based approach.

Instead of customizing the algorithm, we investigate whether we can introduce a weighting scheme that would penalize those nonphysical internal paths that mix both coupling states. We introduce a graph model where each coupler is represented as in Fig. 2(f). Such compatibility of the mesh configuration unphysical routing cases appear more frequently. With this in mind, one solution is to customize the Dijkstra algorithm while still using the original graph representation. This can be achieved by eliminating cases where three sequential nodes from one coupler are put into the priority queue of the algorithm. Note that it is impossible for a shortest path to pass through a certain coupler, subsequently pass by some other edges, and then pass through the same coupler again but in incompatible state, due to the fact that such a path would need to visit the same node twice (meaning that it cannot be a shortest path). Thus, our customized Dijkstra-based heuristic guarantees valid physical paths and coupler states, as highlighted in green in Fig. 4 (d) and (e). The ability to find optimal solutions in the presence of broken couplers is also illustrated in Fig. 4 and demonstrates the intrinsic flexibility of the graph-based approach.

Finding the shortest simple path between a given source-destination pair is NP-hard [29], [30]. Since Dijkstra’s algorithm guarantees that no node will be visited twice, we can technically still apply the standard Dijkstra algorithm to a network where each coupler is represented as in Fig. 2(f). Such compatibility with negative weights is easily achieved by ensuring that only distances corresponding to nodes to which the algorithm has not found a path may be updated.

### A. Single Input-Output Pair

This problem relates to the single pair source-target shortest path problem, for which many well-established pathfinding algorithms exist, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm [28]. This algorithm is able to find a shortest distance path (if such a path exists) for a given single source-target pair. Here, ‘shortest distance’ indicates that the sum of the weights of all edges in the path is minimal among all possible paths between the specified source-destination pair. Edge weights are linear user defined costs which may be chosen to represent trade-offs among various parameters of circuit performance. For instance, if we choose propagation loss as the edge weight, the solution of this algorithm will provide us a path with minimal total propagation loss.

There is a complication, however: in the context of single input-output problems, the $2 \times 2$ coupler can only be programmed in either ‘cross’ state or ‘bar’ state at any given time. Therefore, we will need to eliminate (during the execution of the algorithm) the edges of the states that are no longer possible. Once a ‘cross’ edge of a coupler is used, the only other available edge remaining is the other ‘cross’ edge, and the ‘bar’ edges are no longer accessible. Without this condition, the standard Dijkstra routing algorithms may yield nonphysical paths as highlighted in red in Fig. 4(b) and (c). The same undirected graph representation is used as in Fig. 3(a) but 12 couplers at the outside of the mesh were removed: In the resulting mesh configuration unphysical routing cases appear more frequently. With this in mind, one solution is to customize the Dijkstra algorithm while still using the original graph representation. This can be achieved by eliminating cases where three sequential nodes from one coupler are put into the priority queue of the algorithm. Note that it is impossible for a shortest path to pass through a certain coupler, subsequently pass by some other edges, and then pass through the same coupler again but in incompatible state, due to the fact that such a path would need to visit the same node twice (meaning that it cannot be a shortest path). Thus, our customized Dijkstra-based heuristic guarantees valid physical paths and coupler states, as highlighted in green in Fig. 4 (d) and (e). The ability to find optimal solutions in the presence of broken couplers is also illustrated in Fig. 4 and demonstrates the intrinsic flexibility of the graph-based approach.

Instead of customizing the algorithm, we investigate whether we can introduce a weighting scheme that would penalize those nonphysical internal paths that mix both coupling states. We introduce a graph model where each coupler is represented as in Fig. 2(f). Clearly, a path which contains a ‘cross’ edge immediately followed by a ‘bar’ edge through the same coupler (or vice versa) will have a cost of at least $2 M$. For example, port $a$ has possible connection $a-a'-b'-b$ (the total weight for this connection is equal to $W_{ab}$), $a-a'-d'-d$ (the weight is $W_{ad}$), $a-a'-b'-c'-c$ (the weight would be arbitrarily large, which is $2M + W_{ab} + W_{bc}$), $a-a'-d'-c'-c$ (the weight is equal to $2M + W_{ad} + W_{cd}$). Similarly as before, a shortest path which passes twice through the same coupler in different states, with some other edges in between is impossible, since such a path would visit the same node twice (and hence is not a simple path, i.e. a path in which no node is visited twice). Since the cost of valid paths remains unaffected by $M$ while the cost of an invalid path is at least $2 M$, choosing $M$ large enough will ensure that the shortest simple path between a given source-destination pair will also be physically valid. Unfortunately, Dijkstra’s algorithm does not guarantee an optimal path when negative weights are present. And the graph contains negative weight cycles (e.g. travelling from node $a$ to $a'$ and immediately returning), which excludes other well-known shortest path algorithms. However, finding the shortest simple path in a graph with negative weight cycles is NP-hard [29], [30]. Since Dijkstra’s algorithm guarantees that no node will be visited twice, we can technically still apply the standard Dijkstra algorithm to a network where each coupler is represented as in Fig. 2(f). Such compatibility with negative weights is easily achieved by ensuring that only distances corresponding to nodes to which the algorithm has not found a path may be updated.

![Fig. 4. Outer couplers were removed from Fig. 3(a) to make unphysical routing solutions more likely.](image-url)
The issue for graph representations which implement coupler scheme (e) and (f) in Fig. 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The simplified Dijkstra’s breadth-first searching is provided in Fig. 7(a) and (b). The red dots in the figures mark nodes to which no valid path can be found with the corresponding algorithms, despite the fact that such a path does exist. The algorithm eliminates these nodes from its consideration list when the breadth-first searching tree traverses the node in one direction, but this also eliminates the node from being traversed in the other direction. Therefore, these unreachable nodes are mainly an artifact arising from the use of an undirected graph representation for an application in which directionality is critical. Light has two possible directions for one port of a coupler: towards to or away from the coupler. In an undirected graph, Dijkstra’s algorithm will however mark a node only once as ‘visited,’ when a minimum cost path is found to that node. The problem is that if this node has been marked as ‘visited’ by a path passing through the coupler in any one of these two directions, the algorithm will not search for a path to this node in which the light flow is coming from the other direction which connection is marked under red crosses in the Fig. 7. The terminal nodes are “unvisited” but the feedback architecture represented by undirected graphs intrinsically hinders valid paths towards terminal nodes(t) through “visited” nodes(n) which are prohibited in Dijkstra’s algorithm. The through nodes(n) is just an arbitrary node in feedback loops, it can be any node in the set of visited nodes from breadth-first searching tree from arbitrary source nodes(s). For some cases(e.g. terminals like “t” in Fig. 3(a)), it requires a route through multiple “visited” nodes to yield a valid path. This results in unreachable nodes in graph representation of Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). The blue path is unphysical path which is discarded due to the same reason, thus t is marked red as unreachable in the representation. An detailed example is visualised in Fig. 3(b) and abstracted in Fig. 7(b). When looking from a path from node s to t, the subpath from node m to n in blue costs less than the path in yellow, since we chose the weight of ‘cross’ edges to be larger than that of ‘bar’ edges when we assigned the propagation loss attribute to edge weights. Thus, in an undirected graph model, the algorithm will store the blue path and mark n as ‘visited’. Since travelling from node n directly to node t after arriving in n along the blue path results in an unphysical path, the option of travelling from s to t over node n is discarded. The red highlighted box in Fig. 3(b) shows the violation of the physical light propagation conditions in such a case. Despite this violation, the correct minimum weight s – t path does includes node n, but reaches the node along a different direction, using the yellow path as green arrow indicates in 7.

The third graph model builds on this observation and incorporates the directionality of light by splitting a port into two nodes, resulting in the tunable coupler model shown in Fig. 2(g). Thus, all possible directions of light are represented by a node and connected according to that direction. This graph representation ensures that the standard Dijkstra algorithm stores a route passing through each port corresponding to both light directions, thus solving the issue of the undirected graph models. Constraints are needed to avoid nonphysical edges in this case as well. Since we arbitrarily use two nodes to present two directions for only one port, we also need to eliminate those cases where two nodes representing the same port are path of a shortest path. We use an iterative heuristic, in which each iteration corresponds to an execution of Dijkstra’s algorithm to find a specific path. If an unphysical path is found, the conflicting edges are detected and the edge weights are adapted to make it less likely that they will be included in the shortest path of a subsequent iteration. Edges are penalized by updating the edge costs (\(W_p\)), replacing the cost by the sum of the original weight (\(W_e\)) and the product of the number of times the specific edge caused a violation \((h_c)\) and a user-defined violation cost \((p_c)\) [24], [31]:

\[
W_p = W_e + h_c \times p_c + \cdots
\]  

(2)

The history of violations is essential in this fast heuristic algorithm, because it keeps track of how many times a specific edge has been included in nonphysical paths. The violation cost is user defined. The heuristic program keeps iterating the standard Dijkstra algorithm with updated penalties until a solution path is found without any violations or it reaches the iteration number that a user sets.

Fig. 3(c) shows that the directed graph model finds the correct result for the scenario which was problematic for the undirected counterpart, which was introduced in Fig. 3(b). The breadth-first searching tree schematic is provided in Fig. 7(c) and (b) for comparison. The algorithm finds both the yellow and the blue arrow path towards node n and is able to find an optimal path to reach node t through n. For a better visualisation of the mesh, we map node pairs representing the same port to the same location, resulting in Fig. 3(d). The green nodes mark all valid destinations which used to be unreachable with the undirected graph models when starting from node s. [27] A minimum length path is now found towards all nodes for which such a path exists, thus indicating that the directed graph model is well suited to solve single-pair shortest path problems for meshes with feedback loops.

B. Multiple Input-Output Pairs

In many cases, programmable circuits need to route multiple paths at the same time. Since tunable couplers can function as waveguide crossings and paths may cross, there are many ways to route these paths. One possible approach is to solve the single-pair shortest path algorithm sequentially for each of the paths, while removing an edge from the graph as soon as it is included in a specific path. However, the order in which these single-pair shortest path problems are solved influences the final routing results, as demonstrated in Fig. 4(d) and (e). Finding a minimum cost solution for a given set of pairs of input-output ports is essentially an integer multi-commodity flow problem in a graph with extra restrictions due to the constraints to avoid unphysical paths. In this problem, each input-output pair corresponds to a separate commodity. Since the integer multi-commodity problem is well known to be NP-hard, even in the case of only two commodities, we propose a heuristic that builds on top of our solution for the single-pair shortest path problem.
To optimize which edges are assigned to which path, we can leverage the Lagrangian relaxation method in congestion negotiation algorithms [25], [32]. Congestion occurs when paths are competing for the same edges or nodes in the photonic graph. We implement a heuristic algorithm aiming to reduce congestion which is similar to the heuristic which avoids unphysical paths in the single input-output pair case. The algorithm will keep running until a solution is found in which no nodes are congested. The algorithm keeps track of a history of congested edges, similar to the history of path violations in the heuristic for the single-pair shortest path problem. The algorithm keeps iterating the single-pair shortest path algorithm while penalizing edges according to their congestion. The added cost is calculated by multiplying the number of times an edge was congested with a user-defined congestion penalty. Since the single-pair shortest path algorithm prefers paths with lower cost, increasing the cost of congested edges gradually directs paths towards other edges if these are available. Fig. 5 illustrates, for the same user-chosen input-output pairs, that different valid solutions are found. For this case, a larger congestion penalty decreases the number of iterations before convergence, but also results in less optimal solutions. Further improvements on congestion penalties are possible. [32] A movie is uploaded on DataPort for visualizing realtime algorithms on congestion negotiation with 6 input-output pairs.

C. Single Input With Multiple Outputs (Distribution)

Both when solving the single pair shortest path problem and when looking for a solution for the multi-pair problem, the couplers function as switches and thus are considered to be in either ‘bar’ or ‘cross’ state. In a real mesh however, there are cases where they will need to function in a ‘fractional coupling’ state. For instance, a crucial application for a mesh is to transport a single input light signal to multiple output ports. Therefore we will demonstrate that the graph representation can also generate valid solutions for such distribution problems.

Finding a distribution tree which minimizes a linear penalty, such as linear propagation loss in photonic mesh network, translates to a minimum-cost flow problem (with unlimited edge capacities). The cost of a specific edge is proportional to the flow passing through the edge; (b) the same algorithm applied to a graph representation with malfunctioning couplers; (c) edge cost count only once for any flows using that edge; (d) multiple distributions without signal collisions.

An example solution is shown in Fig. 6(a). The broken coupler in Fig. 6(b) demonstrates the flexibility of graph based methods when dealing with malfunctioning building blocks, similar to the example routing problems in Fig. 4. This reduction to minimum-cost flow problem in graph might be useful for a circuit operating at a high power level which introduces nonlinear losses. In reality, at certain power level, nonlinear losses can emerge, such as two-photon absorption (TPA). Note that although the signal is distributing like a tree in this example, this algorithm does not apply any heuristic to prefer splits as early as possible to balance power level at each couplers.

However, in cases where light signals are being distributed at low power level, we don’t need to worry about nonlinear absorption or saturation effects. In such cases, an optimal solution would employ as few couplers as possible. This way, more couplers are available for programming other functional blocks while being agnostic about any saturation or capacity effects (e.g. when TPA would start to dominate the losses). This case is similar to a directed Steiner Tree problem, with extra constraints to guarantee physical solutions. We formulate an integer program to solve this problem [33], where a binary
decision variable is associated with each edge. These binary variables are used to calculate the cost objective, so the cost of each edge may be counted at most once, no matter how many flows use that edge. The program was solved using the CP-SAT solver of Google OR-Tools [34]. This results in the solution shown in Fig. 6(c). This algorithm tends to save available resources as much as possible and hence distributes the light along a line-shape, gradually tapping off light to the different outputs.

D. Multiple Distributions

The multiple distribution problem requires us to transport multiple input signals each to their own set of output ports. The result is a set of directed trees, each one corresponding to a specific signal, with no two trees sharing any nodes which correspond to the same port. This problem extends both the single distribution problem (trivially), and multiple input-output pairs problem, since a rooted Steiner tree with two nodes is always a path. The NP-hardness of this most general routing problem follows from the reduction to the latter case.

For most of distribution cases, we try to minimize the number of components, and assign a fixed cost to any used edge. The problem is similar to a directed Steiner Tree problem with multiple roots [35] and extra physicality constraints. Based on these similarities, we extend the integer program for single distribution problem to the multiple distributions cases, whilst avoiding shared nodes between different trees. An example solution is shown in Fig. 6(d). The solution for multiple distributions uses the same distribution assignment for the blue distribution in Fig. 6(c). It tackles the distribution dilemma with extra signal distribution in yellow and two more single pair signal assignments in red and green, generating a valid solution without signal collisions.

IV. DISCUSSION

Translating a mesh of tunable couplers with feedback loops into a graph representation is nontrivial. The flow of light in a tunable coupler imposes additional constraints onto the graph model, meaning that we cannot apply standard graph algorithms without modification. In the sections above, we proposed 3 different implementations for a tunable coupler, resulting in 3 different corresponding photonic graph representations. Simple one-pair source-target routing solutions were compared for these different representations. There are two types of physical violations when we program single pair shortest path in the initial graph representations:

- Type 1, light abruptly changes direction inside a coupler (reflection into the other waveguide as marked with the red boxes)
- Type 2, some nodes are not reachable by the algorithm while they should be accessible in the actual mesh which is represented by red terminal nodes.

Problems with undirected graph models have been explained in detail, and an undirected graph representation on feedback architectures has also been published [19]. In this work, extra efforts are needed to address the nodes that cannot be reached by the algorithms, such as the $t$ node in red in Fig. 3(a). These are artifacts caused by applying a breadth-first searching based algorithm to an undirected graph representation of feedback architectures.

As an alternative, one may consider modelling the coupler components themselves as nodes (instead of the ports are we present it here). In Fig. 7 we represented the circuit using nodes to represent the tunable couplers. We can see the routing still suffers from the same issue if the undirected graph is representing the mesh with optical feedback loops. For example, the blue arrow path in Fig. 7(d) from $s$ to $n$ is the shortest path in the breadth-first searching tree. Thus $n$ is marked “visited” and the yellow path can not get to node $t$ through it. This violation of type 2 causes another violation of type 1: the blue arrow path through coupler “n” towards terminal coupler “t” is invalid since the light abruptly changes direction within the coupler “n”. The acyclic directed graph modelling coupler as nodes is presented in [17] for forward-only meshes, which propagate light in only one direction between a set of input ports and a set of output ports. However, this representation is not directly applicable to meshes with feedback loops as we explore here. In our case, a 4-port $2 \times 2$ tunable coupler has 2 valid connections coexisting for signal routing (2 bar edges, 2 cross edges available) and we prefer not to lose the capability to use coexisting connections at the graph layer.

The proposed directed graph representation using ports solves the both types of violation and the representation is transformed: The node representing the same port of the directed graph overlap with each other for better user visualization. The resulting directed graph representation was further validated.
by solving shortest path problems with multiple input-output pairs, where the paths are routed simultaneously as opposed to sequentially [19], and by looking at the single distribution problem, where one input has to be transported to multiple outputs, and multiple distributions problem, where multiple input signals each have to be transported to their own set of output ports. Further improvement on the calculation time of different graph algorithms is possible for the individual graph problem in which each distribution case is reduced to. We provided here as a reference run time for the algorithms that we used on 2018 model laptop with 4 core CPU at 2.80 GHz: 100 calculations for single pair shortest path routing as example in Fig. 3(d) cost 0.031 s. For multiple input-output pairs in the mesh with 6-pair congestion negotiation built on top of the single pair, 100 runs in Fig. 5(a) cost 78.846 s while Fig. 5(b) cost 13.931 s [27]. 100 calculations for single-rooted Steiner tree in Fig. 6(c) cost 46.921 s. And 100 calculations for multi-rooted Steiner tree problem in Fig. 6(d) cost 515.006 s.

The single input-output pair and single distribution problems are fundamental for the programming of switching and filtering functions. As constraints increase, exact solutions might not be feasible, but heuristic algorithms may provide near-optimal solutions for light distributions inside the mesh circuit. This was demonstrated through congestion negotiation heuristics for multiple input-output pairs and distributions without collisions, which were able to solve cases whenever couplers are in switching or fractional coupling states. The term, input and output, means any node selected as source and terminal for routing and flow problems in graph. We are able to program any light distribution assignment, if applicable, of given port/ports to the other/others. Thus the validation of the four distribution cases using this graph representation forms a backbone for complex programming of more sophisticated functions such as filter placement and routing. Furthermore, optical phase accumulation is already one of the edge attributes in our graph. Light distributions from any port to another also shows the potential to program filters on the graph layer. Our programming scheme could employ extra phase information in the edge weight: This could form the basis for filter synthesis using a combination of the single routing steps [19] and distribution algorithms we discussed above, and with congestion negotiation for coexisting multiple filters. Graph-based strategies will help us to take the next step towards systematically controlled programmable optical cores with complex functionalities.
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